
3193  Concordance Study

3193 Lu 24:42 honeycomb
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 3193.  Strong's Dictionary Study

3193. melissios {mel-is'-see-os}; from 3192; relating to honey,
i.e. bee (comb): --honeycomb.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 3193 -- honeycomb.

3192   Interlinear Index Study

3192  MAT 003 004 And the same <0846 -autos -> John <2491 -
Ioannes -> had <2192 -echo -> his raiment <1742 -enduma -> of
camel s <2574 -kamelos -> hair <2359 -thrix -> ,  and a leathern
<1193 -dermatinos -> girdle <2223 -zone -> about <4012 -peri ->
his loins <3751 -osphus -> ;  and his meat <5160 -trophe -> was
locusts <0200 -akris -> and wild <0066 -agrios -> honey <{3192} -
meli -> .

3192  MAR 001 006 And John <2491 -Ioannes -> was clothed <1746 -
enduo -> with camel s <2574 -kamelos -> hair <2359 -thrix -> ,  
and with a girdle <2223 -zone -> of a skin <1193 -dermatinos ->
about <4012 -peri -> his loins <3751 -osphus -> ;  and he did
eat <2068 -esthio -> locusts <0200 -akris -> and wild <0066 -
agrios -> honey <{3192} -meli -> ;

3192  REV 010 009 And I went <0565 -aperchomai -> unto the angel
<0032 -aggelos -> ,  and said <3004 -lego -> unto him ,  Give
<1325 -didomi -> me the little <0974 -bibliaridion -> book <0974
-bibliaridion -> .  And he said <3004 -lego -> unto me ,  Take
<2983 -lambano ->  [ it ]  ,  and eat <2719 -katesthio -> it up ;
  and it shall make <4087 -pikraino -> thy belly <2836 -koilia -
> bitter <4087 -pikraino -> ,  but it shall be in thy mouth
<4750 -stoma -> sweet <1099 -glukus -> as honey <{3192} -meli ->
.

3192  REV 010 010 And I took <2983 -lambano -> the little <0974 -
bibliaridion -> book <0974 -bibliaridion -> out of the angel s
<0032 -aggelos -> hand <5495 -cheir -> ,  and ate <2719 -
katesthio -> it up ;  and it was in my mouth <4750 -stoma ->
sweet <1099 -glukus -> as honey <{3192} -meli -> :  and as soon
<3753 -hote -> as I had eaten <5315 -phago -> it ,  my belly
<2836 -koilia -> was bitter <4087 -pikraino -> .
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  melissios 3193 -- honeycomb.
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   honeycomb 3193 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  honeycomb 3193 # melissios {mel-is'-see-os}; from 3192;
relating to honey, i.e. bee (comb): -- {honeycomb}.[ql
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 3193. Cross Reference Study

3193.
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 3193 - melissios -  Luk 24:42 honeycomb
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